Endogenous clocks adapt living creatures to the physical rhythms of our planet. There are annual, monthly and daily biological clocks. All endogenous clocks have in common that they continue to run even in the absence of physical rhythmsalso designated as external zeitgeber-at their own speed, which generally deviates slightly from the external rhythm. The most extensively studied of these are the daily clocks. They run with an endogenous speed (period length) of approximately 24 h and for this reason are called circadian clocks (from the Latin circa: about and dies: day). This review article deals only with circadian clocks. A brief summary of the study of biological rhythms (chronobiology) in humans can be found in the Appendix.
For many years it was not known how circadian rhythms were generated. The breakthrough was achieved in 1979 when Konopka and Benzer screened for rhythm mutations in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster. Using the chemical ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) they unintentionally produced mutations in the genome of the fly and investigated the rhythm of the mutant flies. They discovered three mutants that carried all point mutations in the same gene-the period gene. Two of the mutants had clocks that were either too slow or too fast, and the third mutant, which turned out to be a period-null mutant, was arrhythmic (. Fig. 1 ). Humans have three period genes that are similarly important for a normal rhythm. A mutation in the period-2 gene is responsible for the familial advanced sleep phase syndrome (FASPS), which is characterized by very early sleep phases. Carriers of this mutation as a rule already go to bed at about 6 p.m. and get up at about 3 a.m. The period gene and encoded PER proteins interact with further clock genes and proteins (in the fly: timeless, TIM, clock, CLK and cycle CYC). Ultimately dimers of PER and TIM inhibit transcription of their own mRNA. Since this inhibition occurs in a time-delayed fashion, it results in stable oscillations in the amount of period and timeless mRNA as well as PER and TIM proteins. The clock proteins similarly affect other genes and deactivate their rhythms so that molecular circadian oscillations are produced in the clock cells. In neurons this leads to rhythms in electrical activity.
The clock genes are expressed in many cells of the body so that there are numerous circadian clocks (also called peripheral clocks, see Appendix). Animals however have a master endogenous clock in the brain. In mammals this is located in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN). The SCN regulate rhythmic behaviour and coordinate the rhythms of the peripheral clocks. They consist of 10,000-50,000 small neurons that communicate with each other and together generate a stable rhythm. Although each individual clock neuron appears to be capable of producing stable oscillations, the period length of a population of clock neurons with intact connections is stabler, more precise and closer to 24 h than that of several isolated clock neurons. Recent investigations have shown that a population of interacting clock neurons can even compensate for genetic defects in the clock genes. This does not hold true for peripheral oscillators. They are not only incapable of compensating for loss of rhythm in the individual cells but also shift phase as soon as they are placed in culture and lose the connection to the brain's endogenous clock. In this context, neuronal communication of the clock neurons is very important for generating a stable rhythm.
In addition to the significance of the neuronal communication between the clock neurons for the generation of rhythm there is evidence that the various clock neurons play different roles. Some could be predominantly involved in processing the external light and temperature signals to synchronize the clock while others transmit rhythmic signals to other brain regions. There are also indications that certain clock neurons regulate different parts of activity. Some animals seem to have morning neurons that regulate morning activity and evening neurons that are responsible for evening activity (summarized in Vansteensel et al. 2008; Helfrich-Förster 2009) .
To understand the manner in which the neuronal network of the brain's endogenous clock functions it is helpful to first elucidate the roles played by the individual clock neurons. Because of the comparatively small number of clock neurons (~150 instead of ~10,000 per brain hemisphere), the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is predestined for such studies. Furthermore, the fly can rather easily be genetically manipulated and e.g. clock genes in specific clock neurons can be shut down. The rhythmic behaviour of flies manipulated in this fashion can then be investigated and the roles of the individual clock neurons in the network can be determined. The state of knowledge regarding these investigations is summarized in the following. e-Neuroforum 1 · 2010 |
The neuronal clock network of the Drosophila melanogaster
Clock genes are expressed in approximately 150 neurons of the Drosophila brain (. Fig. 2 ). There are also numerous glial cells (not shown). The 150 neurons are located in the lateral and dorsal brain and for this reason are called lateral and dorsal clock neurons (classified in detail in . Fig. 2) .
The neurons in the groups differ in their projection patterns and the neurotransmitters they use. As is the case in many insects, almost all of the clock neurons of the Drosophila branch in the socalled accessory medulla. This is a small neuropil at the base of the medulla that receives messages from photoreceptors and is considered the core of the endogenous clock in insects. A further area for branching of almost all clock neurons is found in the dorsal protocerebrum, which is usually regarded as the region where the endogenous clock originates. The dorsal protocerebrum contains connections to almost all brain regions, also to the descending tracts into the thoracic nervous system. The clock neurons in the dorsal protocerebrum can likewise make contact with the neuroendocrine system of the fly in the pars intercerebralis and pars lateralis. Thus rhythmic signals can be relayed everywhere in the brain.
The lateral neurons as the main clock neurons
Not all clock neurons are equally important for the activity rhythm of the fly. Genetic manipulation made it possible to limit the period gene to a few clock neurons, revealing that period is needed in the lateral neurons so that the flies remain rhythmic under constant conditions. Inversely, destruction of the lateral neurons elicited arrhythmic behaviour under constant conditions. This speaks in favour of the lateral neurons as the main clock neurons. Under constant conditions, the dorsal neurons have a rather subordinate function, but suffice to evoke almost normal activity rhythms under light-dark cycles.
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Light and dark neurons or morning and evening neurons?
The investigations mentioned above already indicate that the lateral neurons display different sensitivity to light and support the concept that some clock neurons dominate under light and others under darkness. This has led researchers to formulate the following hypothesis: there are"light neurons" that regulate the animals' activity during the day and particularly on long summer days and there are"dark neurons" that control the animals' activity in the night, especially during the long winter nights (Stoleru et al. 2007 ; Picot et al. 2007 ). The activity patterns of most animals differ during the various seasons. According to the lightdark hypothesis this could be explained by the diverse characteristics of the light and dark neurons in fruit flies.
Another model explains the seasonal adaptation to long and short days by morning and evening oscillators. Many animals have two main activity peaks: one in the morning and one in the evening (. Fig. 1 ). On the long summer days the activity takes place earlier in the morning and the evening activity later in the evening than on the short winter days. In this fashion the animals avoid being active during the noonday heat. In 1976 Pittendrigh and Daan postulated that in nocturnal rodents the morning and evening activities are controlled by the different oscillators with varying reactions to light. While the morning oscillators are accelerated by light, the evening oscillators are slowed down by light. In this way the morning activity in summer is shifted to the early morning and evening activity to the late evening. We did in fact find that the molecular oscillators in many lateral neurons are accelerated by light, while in others they are decelerated. Interestingly, the morning neurons of the fly are largely identical to the dark neurons described above, while the evening neurons correspond to the light neurons.
If both sets of results are pooled, then there are dark neurons in the fly that regulate the animal's morning activity and are accelerated by light and there are light neurons that control evening activity and are decelerated by light. This sounds simple and obvious. Nonetheless caution is advised because the above-mentioned findings were obtained under dim continuous light (<1 lx) or after the light sensitivity of the neurons had been artificially reduced. Under conditions of constant light at a higher intensity, the flies and the molecular oscillators in the clock neurons become arrhythmic (discussion in Helfrich-Förster 2009). However, light-dark cycles do not constitute continuous light, and since the light sensitivity of the endogenous clock is generally low during the day, both models could be valid. Future studies will need to clarify how the natural form of adaptation occurs on days of varying length.
It is interesting to note at this point that there seem to be clock neurons with dissimilar characteristics and responsibilities. The fact that clock neurons do indeed react differently to conditions of long and short days has since been confirmed in mice (Inagaki et al. 2007 ).
Light input in the endogenous clock
Apparently the clock neurons are strongly influenced by light. This is not surprising since light is the zeitgeber that can best synchronize endogenous clocks with the 24-h day. But why then do the flies become arrhythmic at higher light intensities?
To perceive light, endogenous clocks generally make use of several photoreceptors. As a rule these include specialized photopigments of the eyes and in non-mammals additional photoreceptors in the brain. In Drosophila rhodopsins of the eye and an extraretinal ocellus serve as photoreceptors of the endogenous clock. In addition, the blue-light photopigment cryptochrome (CRY) is expressed in many clock neurons (. Fig. 2) . CRY activated by light interacts directly with the clock protein TIM and causes its rapid degradation. This then stops the molecular rhythm in the clock neurons and the flies become arrhythmic.
One could thus think that the CRYpositive neurons are particularly light sensitive and therefore belong to the dark neurons. However, this is not the case. Both dark and light neurons have CRY, and under the influence of light TIM is also quickly degraded in the CRY-negative neurons (Yoshii et al. 2008 ). This is probably due to effective neuronal communication between the clock neurons. We were further able to show that the compound eyes and not cryptochrome prompt the fly's adaptation to the different day lengths as discussed above.
There are indeed clock neurons that appear to be directly innervated by the photoreceptors of the compound eyes and react quite strongly to light. These are the PDF-positive large LN v (l-LN v , . Fig. 2) . The l-LN v play no role in the activity rhythm under constant conditions, but they react to light with stronger depolarization and are responsible for the so-called startle response exhibited by flies, which is a brief expression of high activity after light is turned on. Moreover since the l-LN v in general promote the fly's alertness and prevent sleep, they are also called arousal neurons (Parisky et al. 2008; Sheeba et al. 2008; Shang et al. 2008 ). The l-LN v express the neuropeptide PDF, and the light effects appear to be mediated by this peptide since they disappear when the PDF signalling pathway is interrupted.
It is interesting that elevated PDF levels in the brain (elicited by overexpression of PDF or aberrant projections of the l-LN v ) have effects that are similar to dim continuous light: the oscillations of the morning neurons (dark neurons) are accelerated and those of the evening neurons (light neurons) are slowed down (Yoshii et al. 2009a ). These results corroborate the role of l-LN v and the neuropeptide PDF in light input to the endogenous clock and hence also the adaptation to the varying day lengths. In fact, Pdf null mutants are no longer able to adapt their morning and evening activities normally to short and long days. 
Communication between the clock neurons
We 
Appendix: chronobiology and its founding fathers
In the middle of the twentieth century, Bünning, Aschoff and Pittendrigh established the study of endogenous clocks (chronobiology) as an independent branch of science (. Fig. 3) . Bünning primarily conducted research on plants, demonstrated the genetic basis and selective advantage of endogenous clocks, and was an enthusiastic supporter of the multi-oscillator theory, which states that numerous clocks work together to control physiological rhythms. Aschoff chiefly studied humans and showed in his bunker experiments performed in Erling-Andechs in the mid-1960s that humans possess an endogenous clock with relatively long period lengths (. Fig. 3b) . Pittendrigh mainly investigated Drosophila, but also rodents, and described several universal features of endogenous clocks that are still valid today. 
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